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MEDIXSAFE 'FIRSTS' MAKE THEM FIRST-RATE CHOICE FOR
PROPERLY SECURING PHARMACEUTICALS
Memphis, Tennessee . . . January, 2018
MedixSafe, a leader in the access control cabinet market, brings to market first rate security
solutions for properly storing pharmaceuticals. As the first company to require triple
authentication, PIN, CARD & biometric on a narcotics cabinet, MedixSafe provides the very
best in key control for pharmaceutical workers. That's due in large part to the fact that MedixSafe
has delivered an impressive list of "firsts" that have translated into unprecedented product
offerings.
Among them, MedixSafe was the first manufacturer to:
Feature a fingerprint reader on its narcotics cabinets.
Incorporate Wi-Fi into its narcotics cabinets so the user would not have to go the ambulance to
change users or retrieve access history.
Require dual custody (two different users) before entry is allowed.
MedixSafe offers a large variety of sizes from very small to very large created to customer
specifications/requirements. "MedixSafe has dedicated itself to delivering the best in key
control," says Jim Turner, President, MedixSafe. "From EMS workers to medical organizations
required to protecting patients’ records and storing equipment and drugs, our access control
cabinets allow them to control and organize their critical keys and allow access only to those
who should have it. MedixSafe has continued to grow because we've paid attention to what the
customer needs and wants."
MedixSafe manufactures two key cabinets - The Key Care Cabinet which connects directly to an
access control and the standalone Key Access Ready Enclosure (KARE). The Key Care
Cabinet accommodates over 1000 users; provides multiple credential or biometric access and an
audit trail of up to 50,000 events; is remote Ethernet Network capable; has a manual key
override, and comes with easy to identify key tags with extra large snap open windows. The Key
Access Ready Enclosure (KARE) is a heavy duty key control cabinet with an HID format card
reader and key override built right into the electronic lock. Much more than merely a place to
store keys, it gives the user control over their keys by limiting access to authorized users only
and letting them know who has accessed keys and when.

ABOUT MEDIXSAFE: A leader in the access control cabinet market, MedixSafe began
designing and manufacturing narcotics control cabinets in 2008. The first narcotics control
cabinets were designed for the EMS market to be used in ambulances. Based on customer
requests, MedixSafe designed and built different sized cabinets to meet their varying needs.
MedixSafe caters to the key control needs of doctors, dentists, veterinarians, university research
departments and schools of medicine, hospitals, wildlife management services, the U.S. Army,
U.S. Navy, helicopter companies, gold mines, animal hospitals, Indian reservations, pharmacies,
and more. For more information, visit http://medixsafe.com/

